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Time to Act Now: ESG in Metals and Mining




The relevance of integrating ESG and sustainability in the Metals and Mining sector as bold actions are needed to achieve net zero aspirations






The relevance of integrating ESG and sustainability in the Metals and Mining sector
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Sustainability in tourism - Reimagining India’s sustainable tourism evolution





Sustainability in tourism - Reimagining India’s sustainable tourism evolution





This report highlights the necessity for integrating sustainability across all tourism activities to ensure the sector's resilience and responsibility






This report highlights the necessity for integrating sustainability across all tourism...
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Transforming location into vacation - A report on film tourism





Transforming location into vacation - A report on film tourism





The report emphasises the need for India to leverage its abundant cinematic heritage to position itself as a leading film tourism destination.






The report emphasises the need for India to position itself as a leading film tourism...
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International women of risk in India





A community for women in the risk profession






A community for women in the risk profession
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Client stories





We value our clients by placing them at the centre of everything we do






We value our clients by placing them at the centre of everything we do
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Careers



Tread your way to KPMG in India and unveil your true potential






Tread your way to KPMG in India and unveil your true potential





Start your journey
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Life at KPMG in India



Making a meaningful and positive difference to our clients, people, and the communities we






Making a meaningful and positive difference to our clients, people, and the communities we
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Viewpoints from KPMG in India’s leaders and subject matter experts.






Viewpoints from KPMG in India’s leaders and subject matter experts.
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Podcast series





KPMG in India’s podcast channel dedicated to leading insight and opinion






KPMG in India’s podcast channel dedicated to leading insight and opinion
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Alumni



Thank you for your invaluable contributions and for being an integral part of our journey.






Thank you for your invaluable contributions and for being an integral part of our journey.





Stay connected
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CIO Conclave 2024





Exploring the next 10x impact technology can have on financial services at CIO conclave 2024






Tech's 10x impact on finance services—CIO Conclave 2024.
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GCC Meet, Trivandrum Edition, 2024





Global Capability Centres taking firm strides into the hyper-digital era






Global Capability Centres taking firm strides into the hyper-digital era
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Responsible AI: Empowering tomorrow is today’s responsibility





KPMG in India is hosting an event focused on Responsible AI, featuring distinguished industry leaders and KPMG in India’s Digital Trust leadership






KPMG in India is hosting an event focused on Responsible AI, featuring industry experts
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Consumer Markets


Constant disruption continues to test the Consumer & Retail industry while also presenting new opportunities and challenging established norms.









Technology


Firms can secure their market position through disruptive innovation. Our tech professionals understand ever changing and challenging environment.









Media


Issues such as digital, technology, regionalisation, growth & profitability are at the top of mind for media industry players.









Telecom


Driven by changing consumer behavior and new mobile technology, telecom Firms need to find innovative and sustainable revenue opportunities.









Financial Services


New challenges and opportunities are reshaping financial services–from AI to fintech, open platforms & data analytics, to greater customer centricit









Energy & natural resources


The industry remains challenged by market volatility and a shifting economic, regulatory, and competitive landscape.
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Tax


Attitudes to tax are changing. Organisations of all sizes are ever more exposed to new trends in tax regulation, not just locally but globally.
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Advisory


Advisory works with the world’s leading organisations to create and protect the sustainable value of their business.
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The KPMG Learning Academy


The KPMG Learning Academy brings together our depth of subject matter expertise with our learning design and technology skills and capabilities.
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Transformation


KPMG helps clients transform their enterprise by aligning business models with strategy.
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